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ABSTRACT
To better understand what researchers and practitioners consider
to be the key components of the definition of web accessibility
and to propose a unified definition of web accessibility, we
conducted an analysis of 50 definitions of web accessibility. The
definitions were drawn from a range of books, papers, standards,
guidelines and online sources, aimed at both practitioners and
researchers, from the across the time period of web accessibility
work, from 1996 to 2014 and from authors in 21 different
countries. The analysis extracted six core concepts that are used
in many definitions, which are incorporated into a unified
definition of web accessibility as “all people, particularly disabled
and older people, can use websites in a range of contexts of use,
including mainstream and assistive technologies; to achieve this,
websites need to be designed and developed to support usability
across these contexts”.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.5 [Online information services]: Web-based services. K.4.2
[Social Issues]: Assistive technologies for persons with
disabilities.

General Terms
Design, Human Factors.

Keywords
Web accessibility, people with disabilities, older people,
practitioners and researchers in web accessibility

1. INTRODUCTION
Making the web accessible and usable by people with disabilities
and older people has been a topic of considerable importance
since early in its development [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, there is no
widely agreed definition of web accessibility, although there are
several well-known statements, such as Berners-Lee’s [5] succinct
and clear statement that “it is critical that the Web be usable by
anyone, regardless of individual capabilities and disabilities”. In
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addition, the relationship between web accessibility and web
usability is unclear and subject to some debate [6, 7, 8].
Is it a problem that there is no widely agreed and used definition?
Web accessibility is a complex and multi-component concept,
which perhaps needs a range of definitions. However, from a
scientific point of view, having a complete, unified definition of
web accessibility would provide a basis for guiding empirical
studies that explore the relationship between the components of
the concept and the relationship of web accessibility to other
concepts such as web usability. As a research community, we
should be able to speak with certainty about what we are varying
and what we are controlling for in our studies in relation to a
unified definition, making studies more comparable and making
clearer what is new knowledge. From the point of view of
understanding the accumulated knowledge about web
accessibility, a unified definition is needed in order to judge
progress and identify gaps in our existing knowledge with
reference to each of the different components of the concept.
From a design point of view, in order to move web design and
assistive technologies forward, designers and developers require a
definition that encompasses all components of web accessibility.
Without such a definition, designers and developers run the risk of
having only a portion of the picture of what will impact disabled
and older users in their interactions with the web. Otherwise
important aspects may be left out of design. An agreed and
complete definition would allow designers and developers to
interrogate their work in relation to the different components,
allowing them to be more critical of their designs in a more
structured way.
Petrie and Kheir [7] addressed the problem of the definition
conceptually and more recently Yesilada et al [8] undertook a
survey on this topic. The authors of this latter paper asked a wide
range of people involved and interested in web accessibility for
their opinions and comments on five different definitions of web
accessibility [6], [9, 10, 11, 12]. From a large number of
respondents (they obtained 300 valid responses), they found that
the most popular definition, chosen by 45% of respondents, was
the definition given by the WAI [9] “web accessibility means that
people with disabilities can use the Web. More specifically, Web
accessibility means that people with disabilities can perceive,
understand, navigate and interact with the Web, and that they can
contribute to the Web”. The second most popular definition,
chosen by 32% of respondents, was from the Section 508
Amendment of the Rehabilitation Act in the USA [10] that
“technology is accessible if it can be used as effectively by people
with disabilities as those without”. Preference for these two
definitions was regardless of respondent age, country, work sector
or profession.
There was a stronger preference amongst
respondents with a scientific/technical education for the first
definition, but this was not tested statistically. While these results

are interesting, it is not clear whether there is a familiarity factor
at work - respondents may have been choosing the definitions
they have seen most often. This is hinted at by the fact that
people with scientific/technical educations chose the WAI
definition more frequently, as it may well be that they have been
more exposed to this definition. So it would have been useful to
ask respondents which definitions they were familiar with.
In this paper we have decided to take a different, yet
complementary, approach to that taken by Yesilada et al [8]. We
have gathered many different definitions from the extensive
literature on web accessibility and conducted a conceptual
analysis of these definitions, in order to better understand what are
considered the key components of the definition of web
accessibility by the practitioner and research community and to
propose a unified definition of web accessibility, drawing on all
these components.

2. METHOD
As part of a larger project, a comprehensive web search was
conducted in four digital libraries (Google Scholar, ACM Digital
Library, IEEE Xplore, Science Direct). Search terms were
“website/web
site/web-site/webpage/web
page/web-page
accessibility” and “accessibility of website/web site/website/webpage/web page/web-page”. No time period was set for
the search, although of course, all the papers returned were
published after the invention of the Web in 1989, and most papers
were published after 1995 when interest in web accessibility
substantially increased.
From this pool of papers we then searched for papers which
provided definitions of web accessibility. This has been achieved
by searching for possible introductions of definitions with terms
such as “web accessibility is …”, “web accessibility means …”,
“web accessibility aims …” “definition of web accessibility … ”
and by manually skimming the Introduction and Background
sections of papers.
This search has so far produced a total of 75 papers with
definitions, four from guidelines and standards documents [9, 10,
11, 12] and 71 from published papers, books and online
documents. All definitions are definitions of web accessibility in
general, although some of the documents are about specific
aspects of the concept, for example web accessibility for a
particular user group. Papers which provided definitions about a
particular aspect of web accessibility when not included in the
corpus.
For this paper and as an initial test of our proposed approach, a
sample of 50 definitions was analysed. This sample was taken
from across the time period of web accessibility work, from 1996
to 2014, and included four guidelines and standards documents,
37 academic papers, three online documents and six books for
practitioners. We deliberately sought to include materials used by
practitioners as well as researchers, hence the inclusion of books
for practitioners and online documents. In addition, we
deliberately sought to represent an international view of web
accessibility, so the definitions are proposed by authors from 21
different countries, including all continents apart from Africa
(although one paper did investigate the accessibility of websites in
Africa [13]): Asia (Bangladesh India, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Sri
Lanka, Taiwan), Australasia/Oceania (Australia), Europe (Cyprus,
France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Romania, Spain and the UK)
and the Americas (Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Ecuador, and the
USA). The definitions are listed in the Appendix, with the
sources, countries of the authors, and the antecedents of the

definition and the authors understanding of web accessibility in
general.
The analysis of the definitions was conducted in two phases.
Firstly, all relevant content words were extracted from the
definitions; grammatical variations (operate, operability) and
close synonyms (anyone, all users) were grouped together.
Secondly, all the content words were grouped into concepts. All
these analyses were checked by at least two of the authors, and
any errors or omissions corrected. Six concepts emerged from the
analysis, these are summarized in Table 1.
The analysis of the antecedents was conducted as follows: for
antecedents to the definitions, only sources explicitly referred to
in presenting the definition were noted.
For “general
antecedents”, the reference list of the document was studied and
all references cited which were known to offer a definition of web
accessibility were noted. We realize this second analysis is
currently incomplete, as we have not been able to check every
reference to see whether it offered a definition. This analysis is
continuing, but some comments are made below on the results so
far.

3. RESULTS
Table 1 shows the number of definitions that included the six
different concepts, including the number of important specific
examples within the concepts. For example, 49 of the 50
definitions referred to groups of users or the characteristics of
users, whether users with disabilities (35 definitions), or all users
or as many users as possible (12 definitions). Interestingly, only
three of the definitions referred explicitly to older users, although
this user group is often considered within the scope of web
Table 1. Concepts used in the 50 definitions of web accessibility
Concept

Explanation, examples
(with frequencies)

Number of
definitions
mentioning

Groups of
users,
characteristics,
needs of users

with disabilities (35), all
users/as many as possible
(12), characteristics (12),
specific disabled groups (4)

49 (98%)

What users
should be able
to do

access (20), use (15), interact
(9), navigate (7), understand
(5), perceive (4), available
(3), achieve goals (2),
contribute (2),
benefit/get/perform/reach/
visit (1 each)

44 (88%)

Technologies
used

mainstream technologies (10),
assistive technologies (5)

15 (30%)

Characteristics
of the website

usability or aspects of
usability (efficiency,
effectiveness etc)

15 (30%)

Design and
development of
the website

design (5), standards/
guidelines (3)

12 (24%)

Characteristics
of the situations
of use

in specified contexts of use
(3), in environmental
constraints (3)

7 (14%)
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Figure 1: Six core concepts of web accessibility emerging from the analysis of 50 definitions
accessibility and constitutes an important and growing proportion
of the population. The fact that this group is not often mentioned
means that many researchers and practitioners may not realize it
might be a relevant group, or forget to consider it in working on
web accessibility.
A further result of interest is the wide number of terms used to
describe what people should be able to do as a result of web
accessibility. Firstly, a large number of definitions use circular
definitions – defining accessibility in terms of access (20 out of 50
definitions). Strictly speaking that is not useful, but it is
understandable, as authors are concentrating on explaining other
parts of the concept – the users, the technologies involved etc.
It is also interesting that the WAI definition of web accessibility
[9] offers an excellent set of user actions: “ … can use … can
perceive, understand, navigate and interact with the Web”. Yet
few authors use these terms in full (Harper and Yesilada [14]
being a notable exception), and it is disappointing that Harper and
Yesilada are the only authors to mention the ability to contribute
as part of web accessibility.
We also analysed the antecedents that authors quoted in relation to
offering a definition of web accessibility. Surprisingly few
authors refer back to previous definitions (24% of our sample) and
very rarely discuss why they are proposing a new definition in
comparison to a cited previous definition. This makes it very
difficult to analyse what authors perceive to be the problems of
previous definitions. However, a majority of authors (66%) do
make general citations to previous papers or standards which offer
definitions. So these authors likely are aware of previous
definitions, even if they do not explicitly refer to them when
offering their definition.

From this analysis we can put the concepts together into a unified
definition of web accessibility that almost perfectly reflects the
strength of importance of the concepts, as expressed by the
frequency of mention in the 50 definitions. We can illustrate this
in a “layers of the onion” diagram, shown in Fig. 1, with the most
important concepts at the core of the onion and concepts of less
importance towards the skin of the onion.
From the onion diagram we can extract the following definition of
web accessibility: “all people, particularly disabled and older
people, can use websites in a range of contexts of use, including
mainstream and assistive technologies; to achieve this, websites
need to be designed and developed to support usability across
these contexts”.
This definition is long, but it includes all the components we have
identified in web accessibility; this comprehensiveness we believe
is pat of its strength. Figure 2 illustrates all the components of the
definition and how they relate to each other.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we set out to better understand what researchers and
practitioners consider to be the key components of the definition
of web accessibility and to propose a unified definition of web
accessibility, drawing on all these components. To achieve this
aim we analysed 50 definitions of web accessibility, drawn from a
range of books, papers, standards, guidelines and online sources,
aimed at both practitioners and researchers, from the across the
time period of web accessibility work, from 1996 to 2014 and
from an international selection of authors.
The analysis has led to a unified definition of web accessibility.
This definition may be rather long, but accessibility is a complex
concept with a large number of different components that are
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Figure 2: The core components of web accessibility
seldom all represented in any single definition. The “onion”
diagram we have developed shows how the key concepts
embedded within the unified definition fit together and makes the
definition clearer for both practitioners and researchers.
There was one element of the definitions that we were surprised
by that bears further investigation. Only three of the definitions
included references to older adults specifically in their list of
users. While these users are no doubt included in the “all users”
or “anyone” related references, it is odd that they appear in so few
definitions. This is odd as much of the research literature, and
certainly practitioner resources, refer to older users as being
within the scope of web accessibility and given that older people
are an important and growing sector of the population.
This work was conducted as part of a larger literature review
about web accessibility and as more papers with definitions of
web accessibility are found in this review, this analysis and our
unified definition of web accessibility will be refined. This paper
demonstrates that, while there is often debates and conflict around
the definition of web accessibility, most viewpoints and
definitions about web accessibility can be reconciled into a single
shared definition. We hope that this definition, which brings
together many concepts from different definitions of web
accessibility, will be useful to both practitioners and researchers in
the field.
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Appendix. 50 definitions of web accessibility.
Source

Reference

Country

Definition

Access Board, US Government: Section 508. 1996.
Available at www.section508.gov

USA

WAI/W3C (2005)

W3C WAI. 2005. Introduction to Web
Accessibility. Available
at http://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/accessibility.php

International

ISO 9241-171 (2008)

International Standards Organization (ISO). 2008.
Accessibility Guidelines for Information
Communication Technology (ICT) Equipment and
Services (ISO 9241-20), ISO, Geneva.
British Standards Institute (BSI). 2010. Web
Accessibility Code of Practice (BS 8788:2010),
BSI, London.

International

Technology is accessible if it can be used as
effectively by people with disabilities as by those
without.
... people with disabilities can use the Web. More
specifically, Web accessibility means that people
with disabilities can perceive, understand, navigate,
and interact with the Web, and that they can
contribute to the Web.
... the usability of a product, service, environment or
facility by people with the widest range of
capabilities.

Standards and guidelines
Section 508 (1996)

BSI (2010)

Books, papers, online documents
Paciello (1996)
Paciello, M.G. 1996. Making the web accessible for
the deaf, hearing, and mobility impaired. Florida
Libraries, 39, 83-91.

Berners-Lee (1997)

Letourneau (1998- 2009)

Berners-Lee, T. 1997. W3C Leads program to
make the web accessible for people with disabilities
(Press release on launch of WAI). Available
at http://www.w3.org/Press/WAI-Launch.html
Letourneau, C.: 1998-2009. Accessible web design
– A definition. Available at
www.starlingweb.com/webac.htm

UK

The extent to which a website can be used by users
with specified disabilities to achieve specified goals
with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a
specified context of use.

USA

... the ability for [web] browsers to render
information in a manner that is accessible to people
with disabilities. For the blind, any aspect of a
graphic interface presents barriers. For low vision
web surfers (and in some cases, those with cognitive
limitations), data presentation in different formats,
different fonts, and inconsistent character and word
spacing, make reading online information difficult.
For the deaf, rendering sounds or sound bytes
presents significant challenges.
... it is critical that the Web be usable by anyone,
regardless of individual capabilities and disabilities.

USA

Canada

... anyone using any kind of web browsing
technology must be able to visit any site and get a full
and complete understanding of the information as
well as have the full and complete ability to interact

Antecedents to
definition

General
Antecedents

Waddell (1998)

Sierkowski (2002)

Slatin and Rush (2002)

Thatcher et al (2002)

Abascal, Arrue, Garay and
Tomás (2003)

Lazar et al (2003)

Waddell. C.D. 1998. Applying the ADA to the
internet: A web accessibility standard. Paper
presented at the American Bar Association National
Conference. Available at
http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/w3c-waiig/1998AprJun/0336.html
Sierkowski, B. 2002. Achieving web accessibility.
In Proceedings of the 30th Annual ACM SIGUCCS
Conference on User Services (Providence, RI
November 20 – 23, 2002). ACM, New York, NY,
288-291.
DOI=http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/588646.588725

USA

Slatin, J.M. and Rush, S. 2002. Maximum
accessibility: Making your website more usable for
everyone. Addison- Wesley Longman Publishing,
Boston.
Thatcher, J., Bohman, P., Burks, M., Henry, S.L.,
Regan, B., Swierenge, S., Urban, M.D., and
Waddell, C.D. 2002. Constructing Accessible Web
Sites. Glasshaus, Birmingham, UK.

USA

Abascal, J. Arrue, M. Garay, N., and Tomás, J.
2003. A web service for automatic accessibility
analysis of web pages based on the use of XML
structures. In Proceedings of the 10th International
Conference on Human-Computer Interaction
(Crete, Greece, June 22 – 27, 2003). Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates, Hillsdale, NJ, 925-929.
Lazar, J., Schroeder-Thomas, C., Jones, A.,
Greenidge, K., Beere, P., and Clements, J. 2003.
Detour ahead: Current roadblocks to web
accessibility. In Proceedings of the 2nd

Spain

USA

USA

USA

with the site if that is necessary.
...the design of a webpage ... in order to ensure that
all users can access the information on the page.

Web accessibility is the ability for a person using any
user agent (software or hardware that retrieves and
renders web content) to understand and fully interact
with a website’s content. The idea of accessibility is
based on more than the implementation of standards;
it embodies the idea that everyone has the right to be
included in society, regardless of disability,
geographical location, language barriers, or any other
factor. (p 288)
... individuals with disabilities can access and use
them [websites] as effectively as people who don't
have disabilities. (p 3)

Thatcher et al
(2002)

Section 508
WCAG

... people being able to get and use web content. It is
about designing web pages that people can present
and interact with according to their needs and
preferences. A primary focus of accessibility is
access by people with disabilities. The larger scope of
accessibility includes benefits to people without
disabilities ... Accessibility is a subset of a more
general pursuit: usability. (p 7)
Web Accessibility refers to the possibility of
accessing any web content by anyone regardless to
circumstances such as impairments, platforms,
devices, browsers, etc. (p 925)

Section 508
WCAG

An accessible web site is a web site that can be
successfully used by people with various disabilities.
People with different disabilities may be using
different forms of assistive technology, such as

Section 508
WCAG
Slatin and Rush
(2002)

WCAG

Thompson, Burgstahler and
Comden (2003)

Hackett, Parmanto and Zeng
(2004)

Abanumy, Al-Badi and
Mayhew (2005)

Mankoff, Fait and Tran
(2005)

International Conference on Universal Access in
Human-Computer Interaction (UAHCI) (Crete,
Greece, June 22 – 27, 2003). Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, Hillsdale, NJ, 990-994.
Thompson, T., Burgstahler, S., and Comden, D.
2003. Research on web accessibility in higher
education. Journal of Information Technology and
Disabilities, 9(2) (December 2003).

USA

Hackett, S., Parmanto, B., and Zeng, X. 2004.
Accessibility of Internet websites through time. In
Proceedings of the 6thInternational ACM
SIGACCESS Conference on Computers and
Accessibility (ASSETS ’04) (Atlanta, GA, USA,
October 18 – 20, 2004). ACM, New York, 32-39.
DOI=http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/1029014.1028638
Abanumy, A., Al-Badi, A., and Mayhew, P. 2005.
e- Government website accessibility: In-depth
evaluation of Saudi Arabia and Oman. The
Electronic Journal of e- Government, 3(3)
(December 2005) 99-106.

USA

Mankoff J., Fait, H., and Tran, T. 2005. Is your web
page accessible?: A comparative study of methods
for assessing web page accessibility for the blind.
In Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on
Human Factors in Computing Systems (Portland,
Oregon, USA, April 2 – 7, 2005) (CHI ’05), ACM,
New York, 41-50. DOI= http://dx.doi.org/

USA

UK

screen readers, alternative keyboards, or alternative
pointing devices. A web site that is accessible is
flexible enough to work with these various assistive
technology devices. (p 990)
The bottom line with respect to web accessibility is
whether an individual can perform a website’s
intended function(s). As there will be varying degrees
in the ease with which users can do so, such a
measure does not lend itself to a binary “approved”
or “not approved” rating. With this in mind, the
evaluator of any web page should (a) identify its
perceived intended function(s) and (b) rate the page
on a scale that measures the ease with which any
user, including a user with a disability, can perform
the intended function(s).
Accessibility, when pertaining to a Web page, means
that information has been made available for use by
almost everyone, including persons. with disabilities.
This accessibility may be
direct or through the use of assistive technologies.

Web accessibility refers to the degree to which web
information is accessible to all human beings and
automatic tools. The goal of web accessibility is to
allow universal access to information on the web, by
all people but especially by people with any
impairment, no matter what its severity, (e.g.
blindness, low vision, deafness, hard of hearing,
physical disabilities or cognitive disabilities). In
addition, the information must be accessible by
automatic machine tools. (p100)
Web accessibility involves making web content
available to all individuals, regardless of any
disabilities or environmental constraints they
experience. (p 41)

Section 508
WCAG

Section 508
WCAG

Letourneau
(1998- 2009)

Section 508
WCAG

Section 508
WCAG
Paciello (2000)
Thatcher et al
(2002)

Maswera, Dawson, and
Edwards (2005)

Brajnik (2006)

Chen, Chen and Shao (2006)

Iaccarino, Malandrino and
Scarano (2006)

Jaeger (2006)

10.1145/1054972.1054979
Maswera, T., Dawson, R. and Edwards, J. 2005.
Analysis of usability and accessibility errors of ecommerce websites of tourist organisations in four
African countries. In Proceedings of the
Conference on Information and Communications
Technologies in Tourism (Innsbruck, Austria
January 26 – 28 2005), Springer Wien, pp. 531–
542.
Brajnik, G. 2006. Web accessibility testing: When
the method is the culprit. In Miesenberger, K.,
Klaus, J., Zagler, W., Karshmer, A. (eds.)
Proceedings of the 10th International Conference
on Computers Helping People with Special Needs
(ICCHP) 2006. LNCS, vol. 4061, Springer Berlin
Heidelberg, 156-163.

Chen, Y.-L., Chen, Y.-Y., and Shao, M. 2006. 2005
accessibility diagnosis on the government web sites
in Taiwan, R.O.C. In Proceedings of the 2006
International Cross-disciplinary Workshop on Web
Accessibility (W4A): Building the Mobile Web:
rediscovering accessibility? (Edinburgh, Scotland,
UK, May 22 - 23, 2006) (W4A '06). ACM, New
York, 132-142. DOI =
http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/1133219.1133243
Iaccarino, G., Malandrino, D., and Scarano, V.
2006. Personalizable edge services for web
accessibility. In Proceedings of the 2006
international cross-disciplinary workshop on Web
accessibility (W4A) (Edinburgh, Scotland, UK,
May 22 - 23, 2006) (W4A '06). ACM, New York,
23-32.
DOI=http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/1133219.1133224
Jaeger, P. T. 2006. Assessing Section 508
compliance on federal e-government web sites: A
multi-method, user- centered evaluation of
accessibility for persons with disabilities.

UK

… the most important component in web
accessibility is addressing issues relevant to
individuals with disabilities and the elderly
(p532)

Italy

Sometimes accessibility is defined in terms of
effective- ness; now and then it is defined in terms of
usability; but unfortunately there are too often claims
that a web site is accessible simply because an
automatic accessibility testing tool yielded no error.

Taiwan

In general, accessible websites are able to give
everyone equal opportunities to access the complete
Web content regardless of software, hardware and
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